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WELCOME

Welcome to the fourth edition of the SANRC
newsletter, Umsindo. However, upon this fourth
edition, we feel somewhat sad. Having previously done
the design for the Umsindo newsletters, our dear
colleague Lebo Mosebua is no longer with the SANRC.
She has taken up a new opportunity elsewhere at
University of Johannesburg (UJ). We miss her so much
but we definitely see her star on the rise and wish her
all the best! Nonetheless, we trust that you will enjoy
this edition of Umsindo, which, incidentally, has been
designed by Celine Meyers. Celine has capably stepped
into Lebo's role since 01 August 2019.
As you know, Umsindo is about short and informative
chunks of content. This edition of the newsletter
features a short article by Dr Corneli Van der Walt from
Vaal University of Technology (VUT) about VUT’s
orientation programme. This article is in line with the
SANRC’s quest for better national practice in the field
of university. FYE scholars and practitioners are always
interested in learning more about how orientation
takes place in our various universities. Dr Van der
Walt’s article shows the time and energies invested
into orientation by universities. Do our efforts in
orientation always yield the results that they should?
The forthcoming Orientation Summit, to be hosted at
SANRC FYE Conference 2020, will try to answer this
question, among others.
You are reminded that the SANRC has an active online
presence through Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.
We would love to increase our social media presence
and urge all our colleagues to kindly support our pages.

Our ‘Getting to Know’ section is about Cape Townbased higher education professional, Ms Leza Soldaat.
It was wonderful to learn more about Leza. She gave us
some information about her interesting career path as
well as her hopes and dreams for the future. We look
forward to hearing more about Leza in the future.
You will likely have seen that we have released the Call
for Papers for SANRC FYE Conference 2020. We do
hope that you will submit abstracts for the conference.
We are also preparing a Special Issue journal edition of
Journal of Student Affairs in Africa (JSAA) for SANRC FYE
Conference 2020. We look forward to receiving your
contributions for possible publication in this SANRC FYE
Conference 2020 Special Issue. With that, please note
that the release of the Call for Papers is in tandem with
the arrival of spring and hopefully, this portends new
ideas and productivity for all of us! Take care, dear
colleagues, until we see you again.
All the best

Annsilla
Annsilla Nyar (PhD)
Director: South African National Resource Centre for
the First-Year Experience and Students in Transition.
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Student Life at University of Johannesburg’s Different Campuses

Here is a glimpse of
some of our UJ-based
students in various
environments such as
the study centres,
libraries, cafeterias
and computer labs.
We even hosted a few
students on two
occasions at the
SANRC’s Resource
Centre at B Green 11,
Bunting Road campus.

A Glimpse behind the Scenes of
VUT’s Orientation Programme

Student integration models held social integration as
important in student persistence (Swail, 1995).
International research maintained campus climate as a
mediating factor in undergraduate students’ academic
and social experiences and that an adverse campus
climate may put students who are inadequately
prepared for non-academic challenges (e.g. campus
lockouts and/or shut down, violence and riot conditions
as experienced during student protests) at risk for a
culture shock, developing notions of poor studentuniversity fit and premature departure (Swail, 1995).

By: Dr Corneli Van der Walt, Manager: First-Year
Experience, Centre for Academic Development
(CAD) at Vaal University of Technology (VUT)

We know that orientation is universities’ best
opportunity to welcome MaVUTi’s (first year students)
and their families and to introduce them to the
aspirations and values of their new community of higher
learning. Key to our programme is students’ interactions
with faculty, staff and senior students to initiate the
development of a strong learning environment and
helping provide a springboard towards academic
success.

Strategies to mitigate adverse conditions had to be
factored into the implementation plan for orientation
2019. Being cognisant of the historical reality and value
of student protests in global and local higher education
(HE), such disruptions have the potential to undermine
much good and productive work at a critical time.
Therefore, we had to consider means conducive to
learning to be factored in to safeguard the best
intensions of the programme. This suggested that the
orientation organizing committee members that
mostly comprised of non-academics from across the
university had to keep in mind that the University and
its orientation programme have to be ‘effective
containers’ for new students so that what was anxiety
provoking could be given back to them in a workable
format. The latter was key to cognitive processing so
that learning could take place (Miller-pietroni, 1999).

VUT has a significant number of walk-in students and a
trend has developed to extend registrations to
accommodate latecomers so registrations may be
ongoing during orientation. Incidences also happened
where the welcoming programme and National
Benchmark Tests administrations were halted by senior
students as a way of communicating their unhappiness
about University governance matters. MaVUTi’s
feedback regarding the disruptions suggested that it
escalated their anxiety levels that culminated into
unsafe and unsatisfying orientation experiences.
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During the welcoming, the news broke about the
concrete slab collapse and the death of pupils at the
nearby Driehoek High School. Staff were unsettled
and the standby VUT paramedic rushed to the
accident scene to render assistance.

Within this context, orientation took place from the
27th of January to the 1st of February. A hub-and-spoke
implementation approach was followed which
required consultation and shared responsibility with
the necessity for several coordinators to lead the
delivery of sub-programmes. Albeit, the First Year
Experience that is based in the Centre of Academic
Development, remained responsible for the overall
planning, coordination and delivery of the University
wide programme that entailed the parents meeting,
welcoming of MaVUTi’s from all four faculties (Applied
and Computer Sciences, Engineering and Technology,
Human Sciences and Management Sciences),
international student programme, faculty programmes
and the sport and recreation programme.

The sport and recreation programme followed the
welcoming programme. The programme introduced
students to the sporting codes through senior
students showcasing their skills. MaVUTi’s also
formed part of the demonstrations to better
understand and experience how the sports are
played. These activities were greatly enjoyed despite
the wet weather conditions that prevented some of
the sporting codes from participating.

The parents meeting on the 27th of January in Desmond
Tutu Great Hall marked the commencement of
orientation week. Local research (Strydom & Mentz,
2012) claimed that about 70% of the first year student
population are first-generation students and
emphasised the need for more effective orientation
approaches to help them and their families to
understand HE. VUT’s Vice Chancellor (VC), Prof
Gordon Zide, welcomed parents and encouraged them
to provide their children with continued support during
their studies. He invited parents to contact the
University at any time to enquire about their children’s
wellbeing and academic progress. Parents were also
introduced to senior management and they had the
opportunity to ask questions in an open forum. The
head of Student Counselling and Support, Dr
Matjhabedi Mazibuko, provided parents with an
overview of the support networks available to
students.

Whilst drawing the curtain on orientation 2019, it
would be reasonable to say that it offered an
intentional opportunity to support MaVUTi’s
transition into and integration with university life.
However, various contextual factors at the VUT tend
to continue to pose challenges to the delivery of the
programme. Therefore, we are challenged to be
open minded and honest enough to keep on
reflecting on our programme and practices within its
given context. Drawing from Barefoot (2000, p.18),
this always poses the risk that we may have to “alter
the status quo in ways that are discomforting to
faculty, staff, and students”.
Barefoot, B.O. (2000). The First-Year Experience:
Are we making it any better? About Campus /
January-February, 7-18.
Miller-pietroni, M. (1999). Containment in theory
and practice. Psychodynamic Counselling:
Individuals, Groups and Organisations, 5(4), 407427. doi:10.1080/13533339908404980.
Strydom, F., & Mentz, M. (2012). Weaving the
invisible tapestry: Managing diversity through
orientation innovation. In B. Leibowitz, A. Van der
Merwe, & S. Van Schalkwyk, (Eds.). Focus on firstyear experience: Perspectives emerging from South
Africa and beyond (pp. 57-68). Stellenbosch: Sun
Media.
Swail, W.S. (1995). The art of student retention. A
handbook for practitioners and administrators.
Retrieved from http://educationalpolicy.org.

The welcoming event for all faculties’ MaVUTi’s took
place on the 1st of February, the final day of orientation
week in a marquee tent at the VUT Izak Steyl Stadium.
The stadium is in walking distance from the main
campus with a boom gate entrance, which provided a
“safe space” for programmes. The VC welcomed
MaVUTi’s amidst rain showers and words of wisdom
and encouragement were shared by several speakers
during the morning. The VC conceptualised
togetherness as five guiding P’s for the 2019 MaVUTi’s
that were: Play together, Practice together, Plan
together, Praise together and Pray together.
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Parents Meeting at VUT

MaVUTi Welcoming Programme

Continued…
VUT Staff

Sport and Recreation Programme

International Student Programme

Did you know that the SANRC has
Facebook, Instagram AND a
YouTube Channel?
In embarking upon a social media strategy, we were
sure of one thing: we wanted to put out quality
content and connect more effectively with not just the
FYE constituency, but all those who have an interest in
the FYE: students, parents and families of students,
high school learners, other institutions of higher
education etc. We soon realised that growing this kind
of online community requires time and commitment.
For different reasons, many of our FYE colleagues are
not connected to social media platforms. We looked to
likes, shares and followers in order to gauge whether
we were investing time and energy in the right ways. It
is possible to now say that analytics are mostly
positive. We are slowly developing a core group of
followers from our FYE constituency but also and
attracting interest and attention from the general
public. We hope to grow our presence in years to
come, particularly so as more colleagues grow to
appreciate the benefits of social media and join more
social media platforms.

The SANRC recently decided to establish a social media
presence in line with one of our key goals, i.e. developing
South Africa’s FYE community through networking and
collaboration. Being aware of the power of social media,
and the ways in which the advent of social media has
transformed our lives, we felt that we wanted to reach
out to the national FYE community in a new and different
way. Therefore, we decided to explore the social media
landscape with a foray into Facebook and Instagram.
It is impossible to miss that we are truly living in the era
of social media, with large media platforms such as
Google, Skype, Whatsapp, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn
and MySpace being used extensively by millions of people
worldwide. It has meant a revolution for the world of
education. It is now ubiquitous to see university students
browsing their newsfeed, sharing photos on Instagram or
engaged in Whatsapp study groups. Social media is
helping institutions of higher education reach out to their
student populations in ways hitherto never imagined by
previous generations. Social media is able to lend itself
almost endlessly to different innovative educational
activities, tools and models in the teaching and learning
space. This includes both campus-based, distance and
blended-learning contexts.

www.sanrc.co.za @OfficialSanrc
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@sanrc_sa

Official SANRC

Getting to Know
Ms Leza Soldaat

Q & A WITH MS LEZA
SOLDAAT

Leza holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree majoring in Psychology and Social Anthropology, a
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Degree majoring in Social Anthropology, and a Masters Degree
in Sociology from Stellenbosch University (SUN). Leza has held posts as a research intern
at the Energy Research Centre based at the University of Cape Town (UCT) and a research
assistant at the Centre for Medical Ethics and Law based at Stellenbosch University.
Currently she is also involved with a research project at the UCT-based Centre for Higher
Education Development (CHED). In addition, she forms part of a team as an independent
researcher which aims to uncover the experience of 'being a minority' at historically white
institutions student residences. Leza has also presented at various national conferences
and has a paper published entitled: ‘More than a Teacher: Understanding the TeacherLearner Relationship in a Public High-School in South Africa’, which is available in Journal
of Educational and Developmental Psychology 9 (1):77. April 2019.

Q: Tell us something about yourself and the work that you
do.

Q: Who or what inspired you to follow this career path?
How did you come to develop an interest in this field?

I completed my Masters in Sociology and my Honours
degree in Social Anthropology. I always had an interest in
the education sector in South Africa which was my main
focus for both theses. I work on a project that focuses on
students who are first-in-family to attend University
(University of Cape Town and Manchester Metropolitan
University). I also just got involved on a project focusing
on ‘diversity’ in student residences at HE institutions (I am
involved with Stellenbosch University). This is funded by
the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. The majority of
the research team is based at University of St. Gallen. On
top of all this, I work as an Educator at Boston City Campus
and Business College, which is a distance-learning
institution. As you can imagine, I am quite a busy person.

I have many figures in my life who have inspired me. I
cannot mentioned every single person, but everyone
contributed a small part. Whether this is my family that led
me to question everything or friends/cohorts that helped
shape my perception of the world. I always had a passion
for following this path, especially shedding light on
people’s lived experiences, but my MA supervisor, Dr.
Khayaat Fakier, cultivated and shaped this passion a great
deal. She definitely played a major role in me deciding to
pursue this path, provided me the necessary resources
and always uplifted me – which I had not received before
in the academic world.
Q: Do you have a mentor or someone who is encouraging
you to fulfil your career aspirations? If so, please tell us
something about your mentor. If not, tell us about who
you would like to play the role of your mentor, in order to
help you drive your work goals.

Q: How do you feel about being involved in academia and
is this a long-term goal for you?

In every space that I entered I have had people supporting
me to aspire to do much more and that I am capable of
pursuing anything I place my mind to. I would say a great
deal comes from my own passions and pursuits to reach
for much more than I am currently doing, but my parents
are definitely my strongest supporters.

The scholarly (or academic) world is a space that has
always denied access to many – considering SA’s historical
and social context. It is elitist where only the privileged
share their research or publications with a select few (who
have access to higher education). I feel as though it is my
‘job’ to empower the majority, to impart my knowledge
to others in any form.
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Sometimes even I think my pursuits are too big to achieve,
but they have always encouraged me to do whatever I
have envisioned for myself. Another key player is Dr.
Danny Fontaine-Rainen who is the principal investigator of
the UCT project. Despite my involvement with the project,
she has always encouraged me to pursue other paths.

Q: At times higher education in South Africa can be a very
stressful environment. How do you cope with stressful
events at work?
Self-care is so important when being in higher education–
whether as a student or as staff. You need to dedicate time
in taking care of yourself without considering the pressures
of work. I have anxiety and suffer from depression
therefore self-care is critical for my mental health (and
others as well). Mental health at universities is a very big
concern for me (especially considering the suicide rates)
which is why I constantly preach self-care. Even if it feels
as though you are falling behind on work, nothing is more
important than taking care of yourself, i.e. both your
physical and mental health.

Q: What are your plans to further develop yourself in this
field? For example, would you like to write and publish?
What are your long and short-term goals?
Currently I am working on a paper for the UCT project as
well as based on my personal research. My involvement
with the project focusing on ‘diversity’ will lead to paper
and book publications. However, once the project is
complete, I can use the data to pursue a PhD. I intend to
complete my PhD, but I don’t see myself remaining in the
academic world. I want to be involved in so much more
than this world. I do intend to publish though – which,
unfortunately, is emphasized in the academic world.
Despite this, I have already published a paper based on my
MA research. My ultimate ‘life’ goal is to use my privilege
to shed light on social issues; providing a voice for the
voiceless. This can take various forms with the help of
research work – as mentioned shedding light on people’s
lived experiences.

Q: Would you recommend that more can be done to help
young researchers find their particular ‘voice’? If so, what
would you recommend?
Most definitely. I wish I had a young researcher to help
teach me the ropes and show me how to enter into this
environment. As mentioned, there is limited access to this
world and it was not easy getting where I am or where I
believe I am going. In addition, there is the assumption that
senior researchers know ‘more’ and that younger
researchers should remain ‘docile’ – however, this is not
the case and when I learned that, I could not remain quiet.
I would always include my voice; raising issues being
discussed from a place of privilege or which seemed to
ignore the lived experiences of vulnerable, marginalised
groups. Despite still being ‘young’ in this world, I am always
finding ways to help someone. So, to any young
researcher, SPEAK UP! They don’t know everything.

Q: Please name a favourite text or scholar that you often
use, in the course of your work. Which scholar or theorist
inspires you?
Currently, I would say my theoretical thinking is shaped by
white Western scholars like Andy Hargreaves and Michel
Foucault or Arlie Russell Hochschild. However, Prof Dennis
Francis at Stellenbosch University definitely inspires me. I
am interested in adopting queer theory that is
intersectional and considers all the encompassing
identities of individuals. I aspire to write in a similar fashion
and adopt similar theories in which they do.

Q: Tell us about the real Leza. What are your hobbies? What
is your favourite way to spend the weekend?
Leza can be a social butterfly or a hermit crab. It depends
on whether I feel overwhelmed or not. I enjoy spending
time with friends and family and regularly see them on
weekends. Other times I spend alone (to take care of
myself!). I enjoy painting and drawing – my flat and family
home is filled with my artworks. I enjoy reading as well
especially non-fiction (I guess it is a hazard of being a social
scientist). These books would be mainly on identity politics
especially the Coloured identity. If I am not working on a
paper or conducting research, I am sleeping. If I am not
sleeping, I am with friends or family talking the night away.
If I am not doing this, I am having a drink somewhere. I
enjoy seeing where life takes me – I won’t say that I have a
fixed routine even on weekends!

Q: You mentioned that you work at both UCT and
Stellenbosch University. Tell us about your daily routine is
like. What do you do on an average day?
So much has happened since we last spoke. I got a new
position at Boston City Campus & Business College and I
started the new project. As a result, my schedule
drastically changed. I spend most of my time at Boston,
from 7am to 4pm, setting up assessments and activities
for various modules, Sexuality and HIV education being
my favourite, and any free time is dedicated to the
research projects – collecting data and writing papers. I
would say at times that I bit off more than I can chew,
but my passion definitely fuels my fire to do it all to the
best of my abilities.

Thank you Leza.
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Our Recommended Book
Going to University: The Influence of Higher
Education on the Lives of Young South Africans

We were delighted to come across the recent
book Going to University: The Influence of Higher
education on the Lives of Young South Africans for
its thoughtful and in-depth summaries about 73
first-time entering students at South African
universities. The book consists of eight chapters
and covers a range of topics related to the
undergraduate curriculum, decision-making
processes in study plans, the broader student
experience, non-completion of first-year degree
choices, and entry in postgraduate studies and
workplaces. The book concludes with questions
around the purpose and influence of higher
education institutions in South Africa. We highly
recommend this book to anyone interested in
studies of higher education.
Citation
Case, M.J., Marshall, D, McKenna, S. and
Mogashana, D. (2018). Going to University: The
Influence of Higher Education on the Lives of
Young South Africans. Cape Town: African Minds.
Book Link
http://www.africanminds.co.za/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/9781928331698_web.
pdf
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Seven Useful Tips for First-Year
Students Attending University
Orientation
Here are some useful guidelines for first-time entering students attending
orientation at South Africa’s universities in 2020.
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On the Horizon ….
National Orientation Summit
We will be hosting our Orientation Summit at SANRC
FYE Conference 2020 (20-22 May 2020). The summit
will be open to all orientation scholars and practitioners,
so we urge you not to miss this event!

Interesting New Readings
We would like to recommend the following
interesting new readings which have caught our
attention.

Call for Papers: Annual SANRC FYE Conference 2020
We invite all FYE scholars and practitioners to send in
their abstracts to secure their slots in the conference
programme for SANRC FYE Conference 2020. Do not
miss out on this discounted rate.

Arends, D., and Petersen,
N.F. 2018. The Role of FirstYear Experience Excursion in
Promoting Social Integration
at University: Student
Teachers’ Views. South
African Journal of Childhood
Education, 8(1): a543.

Please visit www.sanrc.co.za to access the full Call for
Papers for more information about the conference.

https://sajce.co.za/index.php
/sajce/article/view/543/863

Lombard, P.J.P. 2018. Factors
that Influence the Transition
from High School to Higher
Education: A Case of the
JuniorTukkie Programme. PhD
Thesis: University of Pretoria.
https://repository.up.ac.za/bitst
ream/handle/2263/67771/Lomb
ard_Factors_2018.pdf?sequence
=1&isAllowed =y

Langtree, E.M., Razak, A., and
Haffejee, F. 2018. Factors Causing
Stress among First-Year Students
Attending a Nursing College in
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. African
Journal of Health Professions
Education, 10(2): 90-95.
http://www.ajhpe.org.za/index.php
/ajhpe/article/view/984/616191

Maila, P., and Ross, E. 2018.
Perceptions of Disadvantaged
Rural Matriculants Regarding
Factors Facilitating and
Constraining their Transition to
Tertiary Education. South African
Journal of Education, 38(1): 1-12.
http://www.sajournalofeducatio
n.co.za/index.php/saje/article
/view/1360/748

Journal of Student Affairs in Africa (JSAA) Special Edition
2020
We will be publishing a Special Issue for the DHET-accredited Journal
of Student Affairs in Africa (JSAA) in December 2020. This Special Issue
is launched in tandem with SANRC FYE Conference 2020 (20-22 May
2020; Cape Town, South Africa) and papers submitted to the
conference will be considered for potential publication in this Special
Issue. We will be sending out further detailed communication about
this forthcoming publication opportunity. Authors wishing to submit
articles for consideration for this special edition of JSAA, should take
note of future communication from the SANRC and please also
continue to check our website at http://www.sanrc.co.za.
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This newsletter was produced by the
SANRC Team.
We would like to thank all who
contributed to this edition of Umsindo.

